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Baobab is a sharing table with high connectivity: it is

available in circular (ø 240) or square (180x180 –

220x220) versions. Its large worktop can hold up to 8

people in single or shared stations. It is also the perfect

demonstration of the Italian Smart Office and its own key

concepts: Functionality, Sharing and Design. All items are

equipped with electrical connection through USB and

Schuko sockets. The top can be realized in melamine

finish on MDF, Fenix laminate or in Wood veneer; the

main structure can be P016 in painted or chromed metal,

or P45 with legs in real Oak wood. The product features a

central cone in real Oak Wood, with an height of 205 cm,

which works as a cableway and supports four helical

leaves with integrated LED light (leaves are covered with

technical fabric with sound-absorbing features).

TECHNICAL FEATURES

«P016» Structure

Die-cast aluminium symmetric legs, connected by extruded

aluminum profile, with oval section. Legs are equipped with

adjustable feet with and anti-slip support pads.

The structure is provided in the following finishes: Glossy

White Snow , Carbon Glacè , Luxury Metals (Chromed ,

Black Nickel Polished). Under-top structures: steel profiles

40x20 mm sp. 2 mm.

«P45» Structure

Legs in real Oak Wood; Under-top structure in tubular

steel profiles 50x30 mm, painted finish; L-shaped structural

corner joints in die-cast iron, painted.

Ergo Worktops

The tops are made of wood particles th. 30 mm, in Fenix

laminate or wood veneer, are edged in ABS sp. 2,5 mm.

Also available Ergowood edges.

Central Columns

Central column is alway in real Oak wood

Leaves

Leaves are always made of sound-absorbing fabric with

dimmable LED lamp inserted into each leaf.

Electrical connections

Under-top electrification trays with octagonal structure: it

contains the controls of the LED lamps and it can be

equipped with electrical sockets (optional).

Technical Data

BAOBAB Circular/Square Tables Design: Estel R&D

Sqaure Baobab table

180x180 cm - 220x220 cm

Circular Baobab table

Ø 240 cm

All compositions are available

with P016 o P45 structure

Worktop height: 74 cm – Total height: 205 cm

P016 Structure P45 Structure

Electric Socket (optional)

1x Schuko UE  (A)

2x USB  - 5V (only for recharge) (C)
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Rectangular Baobab, with wooden legs P45 or P016, is

available with different dimensions: 220x100, 240x120 cm or

300x150 cm; It can be employed as a meeting table or

operative bench (without central cone) or as a sharing or

reception table (with central cone). Are also available several

useful accessories boxes that can be used as flowerpots,

storage and paper holder, pen holder (dimensions: L30-60 x

P30 cm x H 10-33 cm).

TECHNICAL FEATURES

«P016» Structure

Die-cast aluminium symmetric legs, connected by extruded

aluminum profile, with oval section. Legs are equipped with

adjustable feet with and anti-slip support pads.

The structure is provided in the following finishes: Glossy

White Snow , Carbon Glacè , Luxury Metals (Chromed ,

Black Nickel Polished). Under-top structures: steel profiles

40x20 mm sp. 2 mm.

«P45» Structure

Legs in real Oak Wood; Under-top structure in tubular steel

profiles 50x30 mm, painted finish; L-shaped structural corner

joints in die-cast iron, painted.

Ergo Worktops

The tops are made of wood particles th. 30 mm, in Fenix

laminate or wood veneer, are edged in PVC sp. 2,5 mm.

Also available Ergowood edges.

Central Columns

Central column is alway in real Oak wood

Leaves

Leaves are always made of sound-absorbing fabric with

dimmable LED lamp inserted into each leaf.

Electrical connections

Under-top electrification trays with octagonal structure: it

contains the controls of the LED lamps and it can be

equipped with electrical sockets (optional).

All compositions are available

with P016 o P45 structure

Worktop height: 74 cm – Total height: 205 cm

300x150 cm

240x120 cm
220x100 cm

Technical Data

BAOBAB Rectangular table Design: Estel R&D

P016 Structure P45 Structure
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240x120 cm 300x150 cm

MEETING TABLES

available with wooden legs P45 or P016; dimensions:

240x120 cm or 300x150 cm; are also available several useful

complementary storage boxes that can be used as

flowerpots, storage and paper holder, pen holder

(dimensions: L30-60 x P30 cm x H 10-33 cm).

TECHNICAL FEATURES

«P016» Structure

Die-cast aluminium symmetric legs, connected by extruded

aluminum profile, with oval section. Legs are equipped with

adjustable feet with and anti-slip support pads.

The structure is provided in the following finishes: Glossy

White Snow , Carbon Glacè , Luxury Metals (Chromed ,

Black Nickel Polished). Under-top structures: steel profiles

40x20 mm sp. 2 mm.

«P45» Structure

Legs in real Oak Wood; Under-top structure in tubular steel

profiles 50x30 mm, painted finish; L-shaped structural corner

joints in die-cast iron, painted.

Ergo Worktops

The tops are made of wood particles th. 30 mm, in Fenix

laminate or wood veneer, are edged in PVC sp. 2,5 mm.

Also available Ergowood edges.

Central Columns

Central column is alway in real Oak wood

Leaves

Leaves are always made of sound-absorbing fabric with

dimmable LED lamp inserted into each leaf.

Electrical connections

Under-top electrification trays with octagonal structure: it

contains the controls of the LED lamps and it can be

equipped with electrical sockets (optional).

Accessories boxes H 33 cm

Accessories boxes H 10 cm

Electric sockets (optional)

1x Schuko UE  (A)

2x USB  - 5V (only for recharge) (C)

Baobab 220x120 con struttura P016

Ergowood EdgeErgo edge

Technical Data

BAOBAB Rectangular table Design: Estel R&D
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Baobab 220x120 con struttura P016

LEAVES

Circular Baobab / Square Baobab

Are supplied with four leaves upholstered with Medley fabric, all with integrated LED lamp.

It’s possible to order leaves in MONOCHROME solution:

MONOCHROME GREEN: Medley 389 with electrification tray lacquered «Kiwi Green».

MONOCHROME BLUE: Medley 391 with electrification tray lacquered «Light Blue».

MONOCHROME RED: Medley 373 with electrification tray lacquered «China Red».

Are also foreseen the following MULTICOLOR NUANCES:

Multicolor nuance GREEN: 

Medley 386 - Medley 389 - Medley 382 - Medley 388 - electrification tray lacquered «Kiwi Green».

Multicolor nuance BLUE: 

Medley 391 - Medley 392 - Medley 393 - Medley 390 – electrification tray lacquered «Light Blue».

Multicolor nuance RED: 

Medley 373 - Medley 394 - Medley 376 - Medley 375 - electrification tray lacquered «China Red».

Rectangular Baobab 220x100 cm

is supplied with one leaf upholstered with Medley fabric, with integrated LED lamp.

It’s possible to order leaves in MONOCHROME solution:

GREEN: Medley 389 - BLUE: Medley 391 - RED: Medley 373

(not foreseen MULTICOLOR solutions)

Rectangular Baobab 240x120 cm

is supplied with 2 leaves upholstered with Medley fabric, both with integrated LED lamp.

It’s possible to order leaves in MONOCHROME solution:

GREEN Medley 389 – BLUE Medley 391 – RED Medley 373

Are also foreseen the following MULTICOLOR NUANCES:

Multicolor nuance GREEN: Medley 389 - Medley 382.

Multicolor nuance BLUE: Medley 391 - Medley 393.

Multicolor nuance RED: Medley 373 - Medley 376.

Rectangular Baobab 300x150 cm

is supplied with 3 leaves upholstered with Medley fabric, all with integrated LED lamp.

It’s possible to order leaves in MONOCHROME solution:

GREEN Medley 389 – BLUE Medley 391 – RED Medley 373

Are also foreseen the following MULTICOLOR NUANCES:

Multicolor nuance GREEN: Medley 386 - Medley 389 - Medley 382.

Multicolor nuance BLUE: Medley 391 - Medley 392 - Medley 393.

Multicolor nuance RED: Medley 373 - Medley 394 - Medley 376.

Technical Data

BAOBAB Design: Estel R&D
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL TABLE:

MEETING – SHARING - RECEPTION – BENCH

The Baobab Arcipelago are multi-functional tables with a 

fresh and strongly characterized image. They are available in 

modules with a 6 or 8 seats , they also can be composed in 

multiple benches (12-14 seats); they are also suitable for a 

wide range of functions. The leg belong to the P45 structure 

(in real Oak wood).

TECHNICAL FEATURES

«P45» Structure

Legs in real Oak Wood; Under-top structure in tubular steel

profiles 50x30 mm, painted finish; L-shaped structural corner

joints in die-cast iron, painted.

Ergo Worktops

The tops are made of wood particles th. 30 mm, in Fenix

laminate or wood veneer, are edged in PVC sp. 2,5 mm.

Also available Ergowood edges.

Central Columns

Central column is alway in real Oak wood

Leaves

Leaves are always made of sound-absorbing fabric with

dimmable LED lamp inserted into each leaf.

Electrical connections

Under-top electrification trays with octagonal structure: it

contains the controls of the LED lamps and it can be

equipped with electrical sockets (optional).

Accessories boxes: also available several useful

complementary storage boxes that can be used as

flowerpots, storage and paper holder, pen holder

(dimensions: L30-60 x P30 cm x H 10-33 cm).

Baobab 220x120 con struttura P016

6 seats

8 seats

12 seats

14 seats

Technical Data

BAOBAB «Arcipelago» Tables Design: Estel R&D
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Baobab 220x120 con struttura P016

6 seats 8 seats

12 seats

14 seats

Technical Data

BAOBAB «Arcipelago» Tables Design: Estel R&D
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Baobab 220x120 con struttura P016

Baobab «Arcipelago» tables

Are supplied with three/four leaves upholstered with Medley fabric, all with integrated LED lamp.

It’s possible to order leaves in MONOCHROME solution:

MONOCHROME GREEN: Medley 389 

MONOCHROME BLUE: Medley 391

MONOCHROME RED: Medley 373

Are also foreseen the following MULTICOLOR NUANCES:

Technical Data

BAOBAB «Arcipelago» Tables Design: Estel R&D


